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Position of Western Division of New South Wales on OJD 
 

1. The Western Division of NSW has worked consistently and effectively 

to prevent entry of OJD, and deal with any suspicion and the few 

incursions of OJD, since 1997 

 

2. The Western Division has repeatedly shown strong community-wide 

support for this work 

 

3. This support is based on recognition of the costs and risks of OJD: 
a. the unwanted cost of Gudair vaccination if a flock is infected 

b. the social costs of a flock becoming infected in an area where the huge 

distances and extreme conditions mean fences are never completely secure 

c. the need to maintain this area’s reputation as a source of good, solid, disease-

free sheep 

d. the desire to be a source of sheep with very low to nil risk of OJD, to 

reinforce efforts by infected areas and flocks to maximise the benefits of 

Gudair vaccine and OJD management 

e. the clear risk that Mycobacterium paratuberculosis will recognised by 

consumers as a cause of Crohn’s disease 

f. the risk that the remarkable adaptability of Mycobacterium paratuberculosis 

will lead to ever-increasing expansion into harsher environments 

 

4. It is essential that communities such as the Western Division be 

allowed to continue this work by you and your organisations, and by 

government.  

 

5. It is essential that these communities be allowed to identify themselves 

and their efforts with formal recognition as “OJD Protected Areas”. 

To ablate these arrangements would be unfair and unprincipled 

 

6. It is essential that this formal recognition be based on a set of 

biosecurity rules that these communities, the sheep industry and 

government acknowledge and support.  

 

7. These rules have been devised and accepted over an extended period 

in the Western Division and elsewhere. Some aspects of the rules can 

be improved (for example, the Sheep Health Statement) to maintain 

and improve compliance and effectiveness 

 

8. These rules have become a community standard in Protected Areas. 

Removing them contradicts current biosecurity arrangements 

 

9. It is essential that these rules be enforceable, both to support this 

standard of biosecurity, but to ensure these communities are able to 

deal effectively with those not prepared to meet those standards, and 

who wilfully breach those standards 

 

10. The positions on OJD put forward by South Australia, New England, 

Nyngan and Coonamble are consistent with that of Western Division 

 



Background information 

 

 

1. Flockowners in the Western Division have worked to prevent and exclude 

OJD for many years, commencing with the establishment of the first OJD 

committee in 1997.  

2. The Western Division sought Protected Area status in 1998. The OJD 

committees of all 9 constituent Rural Lands Protection Boards were 

granted Protected Area status in 2002. 

3. In a plebiscite held across NSW in 2004, required by the Minister for 

Agriculture, flockowners in all 9 Western Division Rural Lands Protection 

Boards voted to remain a Protected Area against incursion of OJD. 

Ministerial approval was given in 2004 for all 9 Boards to be recognised as 

OJD Exclusion Areas 

4. The success of these efforts in one area of the Western Division led to the 

presentation of the National Farm Biosecurity Award to Broken Hill 

flockowners in 2009. Attached is the submission that led to this award. 

5. A second poll was held in 2011 to test the strength of support for 

continuing OJD prevention and eradication in Western and Darling 

Livestock Health and Pest Authorities. This poll again showed strong 

support for OJD program. See attached article published in the Western 

Division Newsletter 

6. This work is documented in the attached invited paper, presented at the 

International Colloquium on Paratuberculosis in Sydney in 2012 

7. All introductions of suspect sheep introductions, and any abattoir trace 

backs, have been investigated in the Western Division since 1998.  

8. In all cases where OJD was been confirmed, the aim has been to eradicate 

this disease, by destocking, with check testing and continued abattoir 

surveillance. Use of Gudair vaccine as an adjunct to eradication has been 

limited, as part of this approach. 

9. Continued OJD prevention has been achieved largely by flockowners 

taking responsibility when purchasing and agisting sheep, supported by the 

somewhat mixed blessing of a hot dry environment. Regulatory action has 

been very limited, but having the option of resorting to regulation action if 

a self-interested flockowner wilfully disregarded the interests of 

surrounding landholders has been essential. Fortunately, the strong 

communities of the Western Division has meant that regulatory action has 

not been required except with absentee owners or owners with interests in 

the OJD areas 

 

References: 

 “Arid Zone Communities of western NSW preventing OJD” ICP 2012 

 “Arid Zone Communities NSW preventing incursion” ICP 2012 

 “Strong vote for continued biosecurity through the OJD Exclusion Area” 

Western Division Newsletter 2011 

 “National Farm Biosecurity Award” - Submission 2009 

 


